Abstract-In this paper, we propose an error control scheme algorithm focuses on joint optimizing concealment distortion for video communications over lossy channels. The over error prone channels. The algorithm minimizes proposed algorithm uses error concealment protection (ECP) expected rate-distortion function to achieve the optimal FEC approach to coordinate with multiple encoded streams result. which is capable of handling error concealment to achieve Our approach combines error concealment and distortion robust transmissions. Unlike previous methods, our function for UEP and performs the optimal source protection algorithm focuses on joint optimizing multiple substreams bits assignment for the input video under different channel distortion with concealment over error prone channels. The status. To solve the video coding and transmission problem, algorithm minimizes the expected rate-distortion function to we introduce a probabilistic "expected distortion" point of achieve the optimal FEC result. In the experiments, we view for achieving complete optimization. In the next section, demonstrate the effectiveness of our method by using a 3-D we introduce the ECP and how it can be implemented on a 3-SPIHT algorithm. Simulation results show that the proposed D SPIHT video codec. In Section 3, we present the protection strategy achieves about 2 dB higher peak signalexperimental setup and results.
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) as the ones that minimize the distortion metric among the possible bs5j_1-Bs5j_j+bs choices. Since the number of possible states in a refined Bs k=1 'x'j decoding map for a given state in a decoding map in a bit-L plane is limited, the computational complexity of the As shown in Figure 4 , the total number of transmitted concealment method is very low. Our algorithm considers packets is N N1 ± N2 and c = N -k We also defie the case where more than one bit plane has been lost by Si s Si estimating the missing bit planes one bit plane at a time, the length that bit-plane in each packet as starting from the highest missing bit plane. We define the concealment ratio of a bit-plane as follows Feb. 2003. 
